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Abstract: This paper analyzes the current situation and problems of investment and financing in China’s “Go Global” railway project, 
and summarizes the investment and financing mode of Japanese overseas railway projects. By analyzing the investment and financing 
modes of different types of China’s “Go Global” railway projects and markets, this paper points out that the government should 
provide policy and financial support for the construction of railway projects in underdeveloped countries with certain geopolitical 
characteristics and the “Belt and Road” or connectivity background, as well as those that further strategic objectives relating to national 
security. This paper also offers suggestions to reduce financing costs through financial or policy support by the government and 
proposes some policy suggestions, such as strengthening cooperation among enterprises, establishing an international railway strategy 
cooperation committee, and identifying the national strategic project in advance.
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1  Status quo of investment and financing for 
China’s “Go Global” railway strategies

During China’s “Go Global” railway process, aided by the 
significant support and active promotion of the Chinese Gov-
ernment, and further relying on their core technological advan-
tages, railway enterprises have continuously expanded their ex-
istence in overseas markets. Important progress has been made 
in the practical railway cooperation seen in the China-Laos, 
China-Indonesia, China-Russia, and China-Thailand bilateral 
deals; major breakthroughs have been made during the “Go 
Global” process, which has seen locomotives, passenger cars, 
freight cars, electric multiple units (EMUs), metro vehicles, 
and tramcars made in China enter the European and American 
markets. Although the current financial support is strong, the 

investment and financing mode of China’s “Go Global” rail-
way is still at the early stage, there is no safeguard mechanism, 
and the engagement of departments and enterprises related to 
the whole industry chain is insufficient. For example, most of 
the China’s “Go Global” railway projects adopt the “financing 
+ engineering, procurement, and construction (F+EPC)” mode 
for project execution. In this mode, the general contracting 
right is obtained on the premise that China will provide the 
host country with project loans. Breakthrough has been made 
in the Jakarta–Bandung High-Speed Railway Project in Indo-
nesia, where the “public-private partnership (PPP)” mode has 
been adopted. The main financing channels of China’s “Go 
Global” railway projects include own funds of railway enter-
prises and bank loans (including syndicated loans); there is 
very little equity investment.
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2  Ways of Chinese financial institutions 
supporting China’s “Go Global” railway 
strategies and problems therein

2.1  Ways of Chinese financial institutions supporting 
China’s “Go Global” railway strategies

As the policy-based financial vehicle supporting the opening- 
up and promotion of an open economy in China, the Export- 
Import Bank of China helps Chinese railway enterprises strength-
en their international competitiveness in various ways. These 
include two kinds of concessional loans (government conces-
sional loan and preferential buyer’s credit), export seller’s credit, 
export buyer’s credit, and mutually beneficial cooperation loans. 
China’s “Go Global” railway projects supported by the Ex-
port-Import Bank of China include the following: Addis Ababa– 
Djibouti Railway; Mombasa–Nairobi Railway and Nairobi–
Maraba Railway in Kenya; Hungary–Serbia Railway; and the 
Benguela Railway in Angola.

As a development financial institution and the main bank for 
foreign investment and financing, China Development Bank pro-
vides substantial support for national financing along the “Belt and 
Road” and is involved in multiple transport infrastructure projects. 
China’s “Go Global” railway projects supported by the China De-
velopment Bank include: Jakarta–Bandung High Speed Railway; 
Boten–Vientiane Railway; Moscow–Kazan High-speed Railway; 
and Phase II of the Ankara–Istanbul High Speed Railway.

China Export & Credit Insurance Corporation provides en-
terprises with strong support in treating overseas investment 
and financing risks, as well as financing insurance support for 
the export of railways, locomotives, and passenger cars. China’s 
“Go Global” railway projects supported by China Export & 
Credit Insurance Corporation include the: Addis Ababa–Djibouti 
Railway; Mombasa–Nairobi Railway; and the Belgrano Cargas 
Railway Reconstruction Project [1].

2.2  Major problems

China’s “Go Global” railway efforts require efficient and 
low-cost financial services provided by financial institutions. 
However, financial institutions face the following problems.

First, high risks and the fact that risks in the railway mar-
kets of different countries vary greatly. Developed countries in 
Europe and America have investment demand for equipment 
replacement, renovation, and speed-up. These countries have 
great financial strength and the investment projects have certain 
economic benefits; however, it is very difficult for foreigners to 
get involved or participate in these projects since the barriers to 
entry are very high. The railway markets in developing countries 
are characterized by high demand. However, the country risks 
are also high; further, financing gaps are prevalent, and the eco-
nomic benefits are uncertain.

Second, there is fierce competition in the international rail-
way market, and China is at a disadvantage when it comes to fi-
nancial support. At present, the international railway market has 
railway industry powerhouses, such as Japan, France, Germany, 
and Spain, and the competition among them is fierce. Japan is 
the main competitor of China railway in its “Go Global” efforts. 
In the competition for executing the first Indian high-speed rail-
way, the “Mumbai–Ahmedabad” project, Japan won the project 
by providing a USD 12 billion loan at an ultra-low interest rate 
(0.1%) and ultra-long repayment period (50 years) [1]. Japan has 
implemented the low interest rate policy for a long time, while 
the interest rate in China is high and the cost of bank funds is 
correspondingly high. Since the financial conditions are differ-
ent, the financial institutions in China cannot match the low loan 
rate provided by Japan.

Third, a fundamental conflict exists between a strategic pro-
ject and market-oriented operations. Most of China’s “Go Glob-
al” railway projects are strategic projects that face problems, 
such as long period of investment and financing, large capital 
demand, and a high yield risk. Since the financial institutions are 
subject to market-based operations, taking investment benefits 
and risks into consideration, a conflict exists between the strate-
gic projects and the market-based, economic-benefit-seeking op-
eration of financial institutions. What China railway really needs 
for going global is policy support and risk compensation from 
national financial institutions.

3  Investment and financing mode of Japan’s “Go 
Global” railway strategies

3.1  Japanese investment and financing practices in its 
overseas railway projects

The Japanese government has continuously increased the 
policy support for railway enterprises’ “Go Global” efforts. The 
core policy of the Japanese government is to explore the interna-
tional market and market Japan’s superior railway technologies 
through cooperation between the government and enterprises. 
The concrete measures include ① strengthening the mechanism 
of marketing by senior government officials; ② promoting its 
railway standards in the international market; ③ improving 
the financial support mechanism and increasing the support in 
respect of infrastructure funds, official development assistance 
funds (ODA funds), credit guarantee, trade insurance, and taxa-
tion system; ④ promoting the Public-Private Partnership/Private 
Finance Initiative (PPP/PFI) construction mode, improving the 
systems for infrastructure investment and financing, absorbing 
private capital, and establishing an overseas infrastructure con-
struction scheme based on the PPP mode [2]. With the support 
from the government, the benefits of the enterprises participating 
in Japan’s “Go Global” railway efforts are guaranteed through 
multiple investment and financing modes.
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With its systems and mechanisms as the guarantee, the Jap-
anese government established the National Strategic Project 
Committee. The Prime Minister and the Minister for National 
Strategy serve as the chairman and the acting chairman, respec-
tively, of the committee. The committee guides and coordinates 
relevant enterprises to develop the cooperation between the 
government and enterprises and deal with overseas railway 
infrastructure EPC projects. As for the operation, the National 
Strategic Project Committee will determine the capital operation 
mechanism. On October 20, 2014, Japan established the Japan 
Overseas Infrastructure Investment Corporation for Transport &  
Urban Development (JOIN) [2]; it provides support to enterprises  
in various areas, such as investment, dispatching management 
and technical personnel, and conducting negotiations with local 
governments on relevant issues. JOIN selects the projects to be 
supported on the basis on four standards; see Table 1 for specif-
ics. It further encourages Japanese enterprises to expand their 
overseas businesses by providing assistance. At the same time, 
Overseas Project PPP Promotion was established by government 
departments including the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism; the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the 
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry; Japan Bank for Inter-
national Cooperation; Nippon Export and Investment Insurance; 
and 52 Japanese enterprises. These would be responsible for 
resolving the major issues, as determined by the minutes of the 
bilateral talks between governments, and providing all-round 
support for Japan’s “Go Global” railway efforts.

3.2  What it tells us

It is difficult to select the right investment and financing 
mode for China’s “Go Global” railway efforts, as railway pro- 
jects call for large investment but the returns may be low. Fur-
ther, all the relevant problems cannot be solved only through 

market tools; thus, government support is needed.
China’s “Go Global” railway is in urgent need of different 

types of government support, such as capital, credit guarantees, 
insurance, and tax relief.

The cooperation between the government and enterprises is 
needed to complete the investment and financing mode, so as to 
cope with the investment and financing mechanism of overseas 
railway projects. In addition, the participation of the relevant 
government organizations and private enterprises in the entire 
industry chain is required.

4  Investment and financing mode of China’s “Go 
Global” railway strategy 

4.1  Principles to be followed in investment and financing of 
China’s “Go Global” railway strategies

It shall be driven by the government and be enterprise-oriented.  
The government shall strengthen overall coordination, improve 
supportive polices, and create favorable environment and condi-
tions. The enterprises shall follow the law of the market and the 
commonly accepted international rules, as well as select and op-
erate specific projects according to the market demand and their 
actual abilities.

Different policies shall be implemented for different special-
ties, and measures shall be taken based on actual circumstances. 
Since there is large difference in market demand and environ-
ment in areas such as railway survey and design, building con-
struction, technical equipment, and operations management, tar-
geted policies must be implemented for different specialties. Key 
areas shall be highlighted and specific circumstances of different 
areas and different markets shall be understood, so as to allocate 
limited resources to the most crucial areas and projects.

Steady steps shall be taken to prevent and control risks. 

Table 1. Standards of JOIN for selecting projects to be supported.

Factors of selection Standard

Policy implication ① Capable of promoting the enterprises in the overseas market

② Effective organization support

③ In line with the foreign policies of Japan

④ Based on environmental and social considerations

Initiative of the enterprise ① The enterprise is willing to expand overseas business

② It is expected that the funds will be provided by private companies, among others

③ Cooperate with private enterprises; JOIN participates in relevant business
④ JOIN will not become the largest equity investor of Japanese business operators

Long-term returns ① Capable of performing reasonable operational tasks

② With long-term returns

③ With high possibility of funds recovery upon the completion of the project

④ With arrangements for early withdrawal of stakeholders

Relationship with other public institutions In partnership with other public institutions, with sufficient level of cooperation
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The analysis and evaluation on the host country in respect of 
politics, economy, laws, and the market shall be carried out 
earnestly to strengthen the feasibility study and verification 
of the projects; reasonable planning shall be made actively to 
push forward the progress of the project actively, orderly, and 
effectively; risks shall be recognized as early as possible, and 
measures taken to prevent and control them; risk evaluation 
and prevention and controlling mechanism shall be established 
and improved.

4.2  Investment and financing modes for different industries

4.2.1  Design consulting industry
Generally, the design consulting industry’s “Go Global” ef-

forts refer to the dispatching of expert groups to the host country 
to carry out the preliminary study for the project. This is crucial 
for seizing market opportunities.

Chinese design consulting enterprises can “go global” by 
using capital. They can “go global” through merger with, or ac-
quiring a share in famous overseas design consulting companies; 
this would not only help them in learning from each other, in 
talent training, and in following best international practices, but 
also in the overall improvement of their influence and competi-
tiveness.

4.2.2  Building construction industry
The building construction industry can “Go Global” through 

the combination of various financing and investment modes. 
For example, PPP mode can be adopted for an overseas railway 
project; a project company can be established by the relevant 
Chinese enterprises in partnership with the government and 
enterprises of the host country; the cooperation in investment 
would help in sharing the risks. The project company shall be 
responsible for project financing through various means, such as 
debt financing. During the construction stage, the project com-
pany can adopt the EPC mode for the construction of fixed facil-
ities; during the operation stage, the demand for mobile devices 
can be satisfied through financial leasing.

Generally speaking, the PPP mode is more relevant to the 
“Go Global” efforts of the whole railway industry chain at 
present. However, traditional modes such as “F+EPC” will still 
be the common modes for “Go Global” railway construction 
strategy.

4.2.3  Equipment manufacturing industry
The market opportunities for the equipment manufacturing 

industry’s “Go Global” efforts are tremendous. The industry can 
“Go Global” by adopting different modes during different devel-
opment stages.

During the product exporting stage, the buyer’s and seller’s 
credit shall be the focus. During the stage of promoting both 

product exports and technical capital exports, the merging 
and reorganization of the enterprises will have to be highly 
professional and case-specific; further, financing support and 
reasonable application of funds are required. During the service 
exporting stage, the trend of turning from exporter into service 
provider can be followed, and the demand for leasing business is 
large.

For improving the convenience of international settlement, 
possible exchange rate risks, credit risks, and default risks shall 
be reduced and mitigated; support from financial institutions is 
required for improving enterprise capital liquidity.

4.3  Investment and financing modes for different markets

4.3.1  Strategic projects in developing countries
For railway projects with obvious geopolitical characteristics, 

that is, those in countries along the “Belt and Road,” those that 
may improve the interconnections among countries, or those in-
volving strategic objectives concerning national security, nation-
al support shall be offered and they will receive higher priority 
when national subsidies are available. For example, the China–
Laos Railway, the China–Pakistan Railway, and railway projects 
in Africa are related to the overall national strategy but their 
profitability is poor. Since most host countries lack financial 
strength, the construction of these projects will mainly depend 
on the preferential financial support provided by China. For 
these projects, besides financing support channels, such as the 
“two kinds of concessional loans,” special policy support shall 
also be given through other government channels [1].

4.3.2  Railway projects in developed countries
It is very difficult to participate in the construction of railway 

projects in developed countries and the decision-making process 
of these projects is complicated and subject to frequent changes. 
For these projects, market-oriented operation mode shall be the 
first choice; efforts shall be made to improve the management 
level, product competitiveness, operating capacity, and the qual-
ity of the human resources of the railway enterprises to meet the 
requirements of the host countries’ market.

The investment and financing mode shall be selected from 
the perspective of maximizing the benefits; a combination of 
different financing tools shall be used; and the operation shall be 
carried out in a market-oriented way.

4.3.3  Railway projects related to resource export
The financing of railway infrastructure construction projects 

is related to the economic development and resource exploitation 
situation in the host country.

For countries and regions along the “Belt and Road,” there is 
great potential for trading resources and energy for projects. The 
cooperative construction with resource enterprises mode can be 
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adopted: the railway enterprise can be responsible for railway 
construction, and the resource enterprise can be responsible for 
resource exploitation; both parties can make investments ac-
cording to an agreement and raise funds by mortgaging project 
assets. Other modes, such as obtaining loans provided by China 
and obtaining the mining rights, petroleum, or agricultural prod-
ucts of the host countries as the repayment guarantee can also be 
adopted.

4.3.4  Railway projects related to the export of Chinese railway 
technologies

The construction of railway projects related to the export of 
Chinese railway technologies can effectively promote the tech-
nical standards of China’s railway and be helpful in establishing 
the international marketing network of railway products. There-
fore, the future benefits of railway product export shall be incor-
porated into the scope of project evaluation, and the return on 
investment shall be considered from the perspective of improv-
ing the international competitiveness of China’s railway; railway 
product marketing funds shall be established to partially solve 
the project cost problems. The mode of “government investment 
+ bank loan + other financing methods” shall be adopted.

4.4  Select a combination of various investment and financing 
modes for specific projects

For China’s “Go Global” railway projects, overall and sys-
tematic consideration of specific national situations shall be 
made to propose comprehensive and systematic solutions during 
the process of “bridging” by the governments and the practical 
implementation by enterprises. The investment and financing 
mode must be on the basis of multiple factors, including project 
situation, benefit evaluation, as well as bilateral and multilateral 
relationships. Both technical and commercial factors shall be 
taken into consideration; all modes shall be applied comprehen-
sively, and a combination of various investment and financing 
modes is required.

5  Solutions and suggestions

5.1  Solutions and suggestions for financial institutions to 
support China’s “Go Global” railway strategies

Since the competition in the international railway market is 
fierce, helping the host country raise railway construction funds 
and strengthening financial support have become important ways 
of improving China’s railway competitiveness.

5.1.1  Get involved in the preliminary work of the project and 
provide all-round financial service for railway construction

The financial institutions shall get involved in the ground-
work of the overseas railway projects, help the enterprises carry 

out project risk analysis and financing plan design, and partic-
ipate in the preliminary feasibility study; all these will enable 
substantial progress of the project at a fast pace.

The financial institutions shall also carry out in-depth re-
search on the financial requirements of enterprises at different 
stages, depending on the market conditions of the host countries, 
and provide enterprises with a package of comprehensive finan-
cial services and all-round financial support covering financing, 
consulting, settlement, insurance, and risk management.

5.1.2  Financial institutions’ call for national policy support
Financial institutions need national policy support in low-

cost financing, interest subsidy, tax preference, and differential 
assessment. For example, in order to reduce financing cost, the 
United States government bonds held by China can be used as 
the guarantee for the overseas issuance of targeted US dollar 
bonds by financial institutions; the financial institutions can be 
allowed to issue domestic bonds carrying an interest rate not 
higher than that of overseas foreign currency bonds; the business 
of international financial leasing of railway equipment can be 
supported; the financial institutions can be supported to develop 
innovative financial instruments and intermediate business based 
on the requirements of international railway cooperation; the 
central government can allocate special funds for loans with dis-
counted interest rates and premium subsidies for strategic rail-
way projects; differential assessment policy can be implemented 
for financial institutions and railway enterprises according to the 
actual project conditions.

5.1.3  China’s foreign exchange reserves shall be fully utilized
We should promote the diversified use of foreign exchange 

reserves. Low-cost foreign exchange fund sources of financial 
institutions can be increased and the foreign cost can be reduced 
in many ways, such as using foreign exchange reserves to en-
trust loans and targeted bond issuance, so as to reduce the loan 
interest rate level of the enterprises and increase the market com-
petitiveness of China railway in going global.

5.1.4  Support strategic railway projects and reduce enterprise 
insurance expenses

Insurance companies, represented by China Export & Credit 
Insurance Corporation, shall be encouraged to design customized 
insurance business according to the characteristics of the over-
seas railway projects, to provide better support for China’s “Go 
Global” railway strategy. The support for high-end equipment 
export projects, international production capacity layout invest-
ment projects, and large contracting projects with own capital 
shall be strengthened; the coverage of overseas investment insur-
ance shall be expanded; sufficient coverage shall be ensured for 
risk-controllable projects. Overseas railway investment insur-
ance system shall be established and improved; the government 
can bear insurance premium for strategic railway projects based 
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on the actual conditions, or provide premium subsidy for insured 
enterprises to reduce their insurance expenses.

5.2  Relevant policy advices

5.2.1 Strengthen the cooperation among enterprises
By strengthening the cooperation and coordination among 

enterprises, the following goals are expected to be attained. 
First, adapting to the transformation of international railway 
project cooperation mode to such modes as PPP and “pack-
aged” implementation of the whole industry chain; promoting 
the cooperation between domestic railway construction and 
operation enterprises and financial enterprises or enterprises of 
other relevant fields; and improving the overall competitiveness 
of the enterprises in the international railway market. Second, 
strengthening the self-regulation of the enterprises in the inter-
national railway market and preventing disordered and cutthroat 
competition among enterprises. Third, promoting integration of 
resources; achieving resource (platform, information, etc.) shar-
ing; and concentrating on cooperation and coordination.

Chinese enterprises’ collaborative “Go Global” mode is an 
important premise and foundation for the investment and financ-
ing modes of “Go Global”; both the collective interest and the 
individual interest of relevant enterprises shall be taken into con-
sideration, and the cooperation mode shall be properly designed 
to ensure all of their efforts are well aligned.

5.2.2  Establish international railway cooperation strategy 
committee

An international railway cooperation strategy committee 
shall be established and managed by a standing body; its imple-
mentation powers shall be increased to organize and coordinate 
relevant enterprises better. The cooperation between the gov-
ernment and enterprises shall be developed to cope with major 
overseas railway projects. An institutionalized, organizational 
platform among enterprises shall be established by integrating 
resources of the National Development and Reform Commission 
of People’s Republic of China, the Ministry of Commerce of the 
People’s Republic of China, industry associations, and China 
Council for the Promotion of International Trade; an interna-
tional railway cooperation strategy alliance for enterprises shall 
be established by the enterprises involved in railway design and 
construction, equipment manufacturing, and operation manage-
ment, in partnership with the financial institutions such as the 
Export-Import Bank of China, China Development Bank, China 
Export & Credit Insurance Corporation, and China Investment 
Corporation [1].

5.2.3  National strategic projects of China’s “Go Global” railway 
shall be identified in advance

National strategic projects refer to national-interest-oriented 
overseas railway construction projects serving the demands of 

national politics, economy, and national defense (generally refers 
to the projects covered by the cooperation agreements signed 
under the intergovernmental cooperation mechanism). Charac-
teristics of these projects are that they serve the strategic policies 
on national diplomacy and foreign economic relations and trade; 
they are not profit-oriented; and the funds provided by Chinese 
agency are available through non-reimbursable assistance,  
interest-free loans, and concessional loans. The implementa-
tion of strategic “Go Global” projects can show the world the 
superior level of the China’s railway construction expertise and 
the advantages of safe and high-quality locomotive equipment; 
enhance the position of China in global economy; comply with 
the initiative of the “Belt and Road;” and improve the relation-
ship with relevant nations and regions. Strategic projects are not 
profit-oriented; national interest is paramount in these projects 
and it is difficult for enterprises to bear relevant investment risks 
on their own. Therefore, the government shall be responsible for 
a certain proportion of the investment and the projects shall be 
identified in advance.

5.2.4  Establish an international railway cooperation fund
An international railway cooperation fund shall be estab-

lished, mainly for implementing national strategies, making in-
vestment in strategic international cooperation projects, and ob-
taining reasonable return from these projects. Support funds for 
the railway industry’s “Go Global” efforts shall be established to 
make direct investment in the construction of inter-governmental 
railway cooperation projects, support the preliminary work car-
ried out by the enterprises for overseas railway projects through 
full funding or appropriate subsidy, and provide targeted prefer-
ential financing policies.

5.2.5  Inter-governmental regional international financial 
institutions shall be given full play

Regional international intergovernmental financial institu-
tions, such as Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), 
New Development Bank (NDB), SCO Interbank Consortium, 
and China-ASEAN Interbank Consortium, which have been es-
tablished or are going to be established because of the initiative 
taken by China, shall be given full play to provide development 
financial support for railway international cooperation. Silk Road 
Fund, China-Africa Development Fund, China-Africa Fund for 
Industrial Cooperation, China-ASEAN Investment Corporation 
Fund, China-Latin Energy Cooperate Investment Fund, and 
CIC Capital Corporation shall be given full play [3] to actively 
support the China’s “Go Global” railway through various invest-
ment modes, such as stock rights and bonds.
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